For Saturday workshop:
Early Registration______After October 8
Member ___ $70
Member ___ $80
Non-M ___ $80
Non-M ____$95
Friday lecture and Saturday workshop:
Early Registration______After October 8_
Member ___$85
Member ___ $95
Non-M __ $100
Non-M ___$115
____I will want SW/Counselor CEUs
____I will want OPA/MCE Units
Fee for non-members of JACO; Add $5 for Lecture,
$15 for Workshop or Both Lecture and Workshop

Donation to JACO (tax deductible)$________
Total from above, enclosed $______________
Please make check payable to JACO. Send to:
59 W. 3rd Ave., Columbus, OH 43201

Name(s)____________________________
Address w/zip:_______________________
eMail_______________________________
Phone:______________________________
or Credit Card:#________________________
VISA___ Mastercard_____ Discover______

Signature:___________________________

The Bollingen Lecture was named after
the “confession of faith in stone,” as Jung
called his tower—the house he built for
himself with his own hands at Bollingen.
Over the years, as he would begin to feel
that the house was
incomplete, he would
add rooms and
courtyards and even an
upper story. Bollingen
was always the place
where Jung said he felt
most deeply himself.
Over 20 years ago Bob
and Ann Murtha took a leap of faith
when they founded a yet to be formed
organization they named The C.G. Jung
Association of Central Ohio. Now this
has become one of the most respected
Jungian-based organizations in the
country and brings in outstanding,
internationally known presenters. We are
based in a lovely Victorian house in the
Short North area of Columbus which also
holds our Library, Bookstore, our highly
regarded Gallery, as well as offices for
several local Jungian analysts.
We rely on and deeply appreciate
financial support for our valuable
mission. Please make a tax-deductible
donation, checks made out to JACO, and
send to
59 W. 3rd Ave., Columbus, OH 43201.

Stephen Aizenstat

Dream Tending:
Awakening the Living
Image
Friday October 15, 2010
7 pm – 9 pm
Saturday October 16, 2010
9:00 – 3:00 (NB time change!)
Registration begins 8:30

First Community Church
1320 Cambridge Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43212
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Exp. Date:________ zip code___________

BOLLINGEN

2010 Bollingen Lecturer

The C.G. Jung Association of Central Ohio
59 W. Third Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201
614.291.8050

For Friday lecture:
Early Registration______After October 8__
Member ___$20
Member____ $25
Non-M ___$25
Non-M _____$30

The C.G. Jung Association
of Central Ohio presents

Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 11 am to 2 pm
Please call ahead to be sure a volunteer is
there the day you wish to visit.
On the web at www.jungcentralohio.org

Registration Form

Stephen Aizenstat

Stephen Aizenstat, PhD., is the founding
president of Pacifica Graduate Institute. He is
a clinical psychologist, a Marriage and Family
Therapist, and a credentialed public school
teacher and counselor. For more than 35
years he has explored the power of dreams with
emphasis on depth psychology, dream research,
the psyche/soma connection in dreamwork, and
imaginal and archetypal psychology.
A major focus of Dr. Aizenstat’s original
research is a psychodynamic process of
“tending the living image.” His publications
include Dream Tending, and Imagination
and Medicine: The Future of Healing in an
Age of Neuroscience.
Dr. Aizenstat has collaborated with many
masters in the field, including Joseph Campbell,
Marion Woodman, Robert Johnson and James
Hillman, as well as native elders worldwide. He
has conducted hundreds of dreamwork seminars
throughout the United States, Europe and Asia.
He lives with his wife and three children in
Santa Barbara, California.

Dream Tending:
Awakening the Living
Image
Dream Tending is a life practice that
healers, storytellers and poets have known
by many different names for thousands of
years. Passed on through the generations,
the art of tending living dream images
emerges in a culture when the call to see the
inner and outer worlds in new ways
becomes urgent.
We find ourselves in such a time now.
Vivifying images of the soul opens innate
resources that sustain life’s purpose.
This lecture and workshop will offer some
practices of Dream Tending that amplify
and animate the friendly and fascinatingly
fiendish figures, landscapes, and emotions
in dreams.
Saturday lunch on your own
2 CEU/MCEs available for Friday lecture
5 CEU/MCEs available for Saturday
The Jung Association of Central Ohio (JACO) is an
Approved Provider by the State of Ohio Counselor,
Social Worker, & MFT Board for
Counselors (Provider #RCX100022),
Social Workers (Provider #RSX089104) and by the
Ohio Psychological Assn. (Provider #311282866).

From Dr. Aizenstat:
The heartbeat of Dream Tending is the
concept of the “Living Image”. We explore
ideas from archetypal dream psychology as
well as my own thinking about
phenomenological dream methodology. We
spend time practicing phenomenological
animation, an approach to tending the
living dream image in the immediacy of its
unfolding.
Here we recognize that dream images are
alive. We experience them as embodied
beings, engaged in their activity, not ours.
We discover that in the landscape of the
dream we are guests for a time in the living
breathing ecology of psychic life. We come
to acknowledge that psychic life is, by
nature, alive and poetic – its language
metaphorical, its rhythm musical.

The lecture and workshop will touch on some
of the following:
Concepts
• the dreaming psyche is multidimensional
• dream images are alive
• dream images have body, presence
and pulse
Skills
•
•
•

phenomenological dream animation
active imagination and the living image
interacting with the embodied image

Considerations
• the problem of merging in dreamwork
• transference and countertransference
dynamics

Nancy Lee served on The Jung

Association's Board of Trustees in the
early years of this organization. Nancy
led numerous dream groups from the
1980s until her death in 2009 and was a
highly regarded and insightful dream
facilitator. This Bollingen program is
dedicated in Nancy's name. She
studied with Stephen Aizenstat over a
period of time during the early stages
of his work on Dream Tending. She
regarded him highly as a teacher and
for his exploration of how to do
dreamwork in groups. A copy of
Stephen’s book Dream Tending will be
placed in the Jung Association Library
in Nancy Lee's memory.

